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BANSOME
Losing is never easy, to say the least we'd never
thought we be on the receiving end of a lost such as
this.
Our brother and artist known as Bansome who we
signed in October of 2017 was taken from us in a
senseless stabbing that occurred in Los Angeles of 2018.

"WHEN YOU START TO EXCEL, THEY START TO SPREADSHEET.

THAT'S A POWERPOINT."

- BANSOME

Our label is young with age, there really isn't anyone over
29 within our staff and for us as friends and business
partners coming back from a loss like this is going to be
endless. Some don't understand the energy this young
man presented to our situation, it's hard to figure out
ways to keep his content alive without his actual
presence due to that being one of his main aspects when
it came down to being a artist. He understood the game
and understood that he needed to be a team player in
order to win. Without a question we will never forget our
brother, we just aim to make sure you don't.
Owning this label seemed like a dream come true and
throughout my 3 years I've witness the worst situation
possible. Somehow I know our brother is preparing
something special for us as a whole. His overall loyalty to
the brand is unmatched, we never expected to have to
find a way to overcome from a loss like this. It's far from
over, we are only getting started. Our brother and artist
Bansome will go down as one of the greats, a great
friend, a great artist and someone who made sure you
knew you could be great as well.
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KNOW QUIET IN THE CITY

It's hard not to recognize the growth recording artist
Kiante Robinson has displayed throughout this release.
The project released in June of 2018.

This project set the bar for him and only makes
you wonder what could be the next step.
Laid down and carefully listed by Kiante himself,
this project provides great album cuts and a tone
that makes you really think about how this young
artist has elevated from his debut release back in
2016.
The standout singles are, "Unconditional", "Drugs",
"Grew Up, "Mountains" & "Environment".
Let's not forget to mention the amazing story
being told on "The Stack". Listen to the full project
today and really pay attention to how Kiante put
his all into this project. It's not everyday that Kiante
drops material, he rather wait and actually dish out
worth content and most people don't realize that
he's a true artist in and out.
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JESS FLOSSIN
She came from out of no where many would
say, but who cares. I saw something in her and
that's all that matters. I signed her right after the
label came from Miami back in September of
2018.
Her instagram is where she caught my attention
at first, I was scrolling and saw her free-styling
to a beat. I can't say it was mind blowing but to
be honest I saw potential.
Instantly I contacted her from my label page
and let her know I was interested.
She responded and we made the connection,
from there it was just me trying to prove to my
label that my new artist is worthy of being apart
of what we built.
She's very determined and she listens, as a
artist those factors are the most important.

"Send me trap beats."
- Jess Flossin
Within time we put in the work and allowed the
rest of the label to see that she has a
permanent place and that she belongs here.
Our first photo shoot was most likely one of the
best shoots I've put together, she's such a
natural when it comes to bringing her image to
life.
We've spent time in the studio just trying to
perfect her sound as I am very interested in
making sure she has a sound of perfection
before releasing her debut single.
She allowed me to place her on the Dangerous
record and she impressed me to say the least.
From there I knew I made the perfect choice
adding her to my label. Her image is already
solid, her attitude is not the be messed with and
once you hear the debut you'll understand the
vision.
Jess Flossin, I thank you for allowing me to
manage you. It's very hard to trust in this
industry and you gave me 100% trust from the
start. I can't thank you enough, let's reach for
gold.
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DANGEROUS
Pretty strange right? Maybe not.
Our label has 5 female artist in the New York City area
and it's hard to maintain egos and market one without
anyone feeling like special treatment is going on.
Our label owner D.Thompson had the perfect idea to
announce the new female roster going into the 2019
year. It was very last minute but it worked as planned.
The executive production was handled by label owner
D.Thompson and Justt Pop.

The girls got the beat just hours before the session
started and didn't even know the direction of the
record until getting in the studio later that night.
B.Ankha laid down the hook after about 20 minutes
of listening, Jess Flossin followed up by setting the
tone with the first verse and magic was made from
there.
J-Li showed up and presented a amazing verse
within 30 minutes and Diamond & Luna also came
in the clutch with providing verses on the spot.
The visual was shot later that week and released
the following.
Overall it's a record that helped bring the females
of the label together and also allow them to
present a sample of what's next from each of them
individually A lot may try to copy but this was
planted for a reason and it's bigger than you know.

"TOGETHER WE HAVE
A FIGHTING CHANCE.
TOGETHER WE CAN
BE GREAT.
WE ARE GOLD,
NOTHING LESS. THIS
LABEL IS A FAMILY."
—D.THOMPSON
I brought this label together off the strength of me
knowing that I need a team. I started with just Kiante
Robinson as my first artist, I was his manager since 2015
and signed him to the label in 2016. We started off rough
as any independent would due to us financing
everything ourselves. I was lucky enough to meet DJ who
was previously known as HEFF and with those two guns I
had me a small engine. We released content and I put
together all the tricks I could to help market the label and
build credibility. I did so much work for free just for
people to feel comfortable about my label being born in a
world full of artist and in a city that's full of crabs in a
barrel.

The Gold Sound mixtape was the first big move for us as
be slowly brought NYC together. From there Kiante & DJ
released their debut projects and we slowly gathered
other artist in the process. Not all stuck but we did make
great connections and learn from a lot of our mistakes
early. Together I knew we could make it work if we kept
going, during our second year we had staff, new artist,
other systems running and mainly good music out. The
label couldn't stop growing and from there I knew we
was on to something. Don't ever stop because things are
slow, it's life. Get over it and keep going. Keep building,
some things won't stick but you'll realize the pieces you
need to hold it all together in due time. You won't win
alone, you need a team.
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DIAMOND SHMONEYY

She's different, I noticed that from the moment we met. We
were brought together due to a unfortunate situation but the
reason is far bigger than we see at the moment. Diamond
allowed me to manage her in 2018 and I always told her I have
your best interest at heart, she trusted me and allowed herself
to become the artist she wanted to be. We co-hosted a podcast
and the debut single is closer than you think. I can't wait for
you guys to see what the bigger vision is for Diamond
Shmoneyy.

THE
NEW
GUYS

If you wanted to know who the new guys are
this is the moment you've been waiting for.
They were signed by D.Thompson in 2018 and
not just one or two but the whole label joined
as a subsidiary label for Gold Expectations.
Their team unity is what stands out the most,
they understand the true meaning of working
together and it's only getting warm for this
new subsidiary as their debut release is aimed

BY REN MORRIS

to drop in June of 2019.
MayBach Stats, Domino Jones & Prada Dot
are the artist currently signed to Q Three
Entertainment and the future is looking bright
for these young business men as they reach
for gold and obtain platinum success.

RAWW BLUE
SOMETHING DIFFERENT
Photo by

D.THOMPSON
SHANIYA V.

Written by

Upon his debut to the label many
questioned who is Raww Blue and
how did he make his way to the Gold
Expectations roster.
His craft speaks volumes alongside
the drive this young man presents.
It seemed like the perfect fit.
During an episode of The Gold Sound
Podcast, Raww Blue joined the cast
as a special guest and from there they
were able to speak to him and
briefly grasp his overall vision.
D.Thompson & Justt Pop carefully
spoke about bringing him on right
after the episode ended and
within the next weeks the agreement
was made and Raww Blue became a
member of the Gold Expectations
family.

The first project the label got to work on was his
debut EP, it wasn't distributed by the label but the
marketing angle and overall handle of streaming
enagement was in the hands of Gold Expectations.
The label held their end up with ensuring the
project would reach a new audiance through
various playlisting and promtional tactics.
The project ended up with over 100,000 streams
and counting and the rollout isn't even over.

There's so much in store for this new
artist on the Gold Expectations
roster and he has his goals set with
the right ambition to achive them.
There will be now slowing down
coming this summer, he's a different
artist and a true artist to say the
least. You can't help but respect his
dynamic and craft once it's
presented, The name already says
superstar.
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Certain artist leave and
have no of way getting
back but with this artist he
stepped back to realize
where he belongs.
Midus The Kid is one of our
original artist being apart of
the family since 2016.
He has one of the first
uploads on our YouTube
channel with his Dead
Wrong Freestyle.

Midus The Kid released
singles and freestyles to
gain traction alongside
performing at local venues.
Setting himself apart from
the other artist but being a
big help to all the new
artist that came along, this
young man understands
the music industry and
aims to take it own in his
own manner.

His work ethic is
unmatched and he's
proved himself time and
time again.
From day one he was
aimed at showing the
world he can actually rap
and he's not just apart of
the label because of his
brother being the
household name.

After leaving the label for a
couple months, he
redesigned his take on
success and how important
a team is. It may not be
overnight success but
Midus will be the star he
know he is, the ruthless
aggression is
something people notice
at first when coming across
him but underneath is a
very intelligent and
observant individual.

WELCOME
BACK

WHAT'S NEXT FOR MIDUS?
There are no guarantees of success for an
individual to become a celebrity.
The goal is simple, stay true to your roots
and everything else will follow.
Prepare for all new content and a all new
Midus The Kid coming forth this summer.
He's still disrespectful.... that doesn't
change.

WELCOME
BACK
THE MUSICIAN'S BATTLE

She's not the average artist to manage, she has her
own ways and it's best you allow her to operate.
Being held back isn't something anyone likes but J-Li is
a artist who doesn't stand for nothing that will slow
her success down. When we first signed her it was
back in 2017 and she had just released her debut EP.
We aimed to help her elevate her look and maintain a
image of respect, we slowly gathered her new
approach and released "Warrior".
Every family has a misunderstanding and ours came
before we knew it, her and fellow staff had a fallout
which lead to her being released from the label in
2018.

Respectively, it's obvious she belongs on our label but
time had to let certain things heal and both parties
seen the bigger picture and allowed the situation to be
a thing of the past.
The return approach was launched when "Big Body"
was released as it's her first single released from the
label since her return in 2019.
She's also gearing up for a brand new project and
multiple other ventures now that she's back home, J-Li
is more than a artist. She's a businesswoman and in
due time you'll come to realize it.

LUNA LUZ
MAKING A NAME

Joining our label back in
2018, Luna Luz sat back for a
while before making her
debut.
Preparing the right content is
a key thing for her as she
didn't want to release
anything without having the
correct plan in order.
She went thought multiple
name changes before
selecting Luna Luz as her
primary stage name. Her slot
was always secure, she just
took her time during the
artist development stage and
time progressed she finally
blossomed into the artist she
knew she could be.
Her first single got a
promotional release with it
being apart of "The Gold
Sound 3" project released by
Gold Expectations. It's
commercial release is slated
to debut late May.

SHE'S VERY
CREATIVE,
DIFFERENT
AND AHEAD
OF HER TIME.
It's a mystery as to what's really being cooked up
for this artist, but the mystery is the best part.
She has material backed up and ready to go, timing
is everything and nothing shall be rushed when you
know you are destined to be a star. Luna Luz is very
different but artistic to the core. Her take on life is
way bigger than the average girls and she aims to
display her perspective creatively through music.

She's the primary spanish
artist on the Gold
Expectations label and she
has a lot to prove.
In a world full of doubters,
Luna aims to succeed with
the released of her debut
project as well as touching
basis in other creative
ventures outside of music.
A lot of people wonder how
did she even get picked up.
The story is pretty simple,
she was at a label gathering
with her cousin who is J-Li
and she was speaking with
our artist Bansome.
She told him she can sing
and etc, he then told label
owner D.Thompson and said
she could be good for the
label.
Kiante also noticed potential
over time and made note to
D.Thompson that she should
be apart of the label.
Without question
D.Thompson made the call
and set it up, she didn't get
handout it was fate putting
her where she belonged.

THE HELP
D.THOMPSON
The word help is usually misunderstood,

It's bigger than help however, Justt Pop is a

but in the case of filling the VP position

true business man at heart. Don't let the

Justt Pop took the role head on.

appearance fool you in anyway, the

Leading the way behind the scenes and

mindset is there and the ear for music is

helping with key decisions it's sure enough

present.

known who plays the key roles when it

The genuine help the label has received is

comes to help.

more than appreciated and it's rare to

Justt Pop made his debut with Gold

come across people who see the vision

Expectations back in 2017 and helped A&R

alongside having their own vision of

a couple of singles that were released that

success.

year alongside the major single "Switch".

WE CAN DO SO MUCH MORE AS A TEAM

Throughout time the world will see the
true potential this young man is capabple
of and it starts with a chance. Our label is
happy to provide a oppourtiny for one to
grow and become thier best self. We don't
have people who work for us, we are all
partners. This is a family.
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STAY OPEN TO
CHANGE.
DON'T GET
CAUGHT UP IN
YOUR OWN
HYPE.
D.THOMPSON
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The Gold Sound started out as a mixtape series for the label back in 2016 and after releasing 4
installments
(The Gold Sound, The Gold Sound 2, The Gold Sound 2 (Edited) & The Gold Sound 2.5) the label was
ready to elevate the name and created a playlist exclusive to Spotify.
After the playlist gained traction reaching over 30,000 followers it was time for another brand off and
D.Thompson already had a idea in mind.
During talks with Justt Pop, the idea of creating a podcast was spawned a long time ago it just took time
to actually put the elements in order and once 2018 came and the playlist had it's growth "The Gold
Sound" name was trusted.
Oct 2018, The Gold Sound Podcast was born and originally consisted of Demi Dinero as the primary host
while Justt Pop, D.Thompson & Diamond co-hosted.
After Episode 1, Demi failed to show up and called the idea lame saying it wouldn't be cool with 4
people and she wasn't feeling the vibe anymore. We continued anyway and during episode 3 we had
B.Ankha up as a special guest and she became apart of the staff from then on.
It just clicked, if you watch the footage from Episode one going into three you'll see the shift, we then
all claimed host as The Gold Sound Podcast staff.
We did what we wanted to do on the platform which was use our voice and allow people to hear what
we think about certain things going on within the industry. The platform was a stage of growth and a
stair on the staircase for us as we continue to elevate.
After season one, we took a break to perfect the show and we already generated over 5 million streams
at the time and acquired our first sponsor.
With season 2 in the works we wanted to come back better as we noticed many people copying our
platform and look.
This come back wasn't even launched yet, we debuted with a fake season 2 labeled season 2A and saved
the real shift for season 2B.
The Gold Sound Podcast name is no longer active it's now called The Gold Sound and it's a show rather
than a podcast. It's all about elevation and building something bigger, you guys can go ahead and run
with that. You'll never know the bigger idea if you aren't the leader, you can't copy your way to success.
I hope everyone is ready for our new show. Welcome To The Gold Sound.
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SWITCH
A record like this isn't the easiest to create, give
the artist and production team their credit.
Switch is a single by Gold Expectations released
in 2018. The label released this record originally
with Kiante Robinson, Blockstar DJ, Midus The
Kid, Bansome & J-Li.
The record received an amended version adding
B.Ankha as a final release. The single brought
the label together as whole and let the world
know that together this unit is stronger than you
think.
It did have it's mixed reviews but only because
it's never been done like this, our label puts
together things the average person wouldn't
want to do because it's so out of the norm.
We aimed to present a unified track showcasing
each artist we had at the time and it worked, it
may not be platinum now but it surly will be
soon enough.
The label will never stop working this record as
it's very special to us due to it being a track
where our artist Bansome got to shine on and
really debut his new found talent. We finished
laying down the record right before our flight to
LA and boy was it amazing watching the artist
work the record out there.
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B.ANKHA
She's super talented and having on her our label is a cheat code.
B.Ankha made her debut on the Gold Expectations label in 2018.

The debut project L.I.F.E was released during her debut alongside the visual for "Give".
Each release did great as expected and the door continued to open.
Her role on the label is much more than a artist, her leadership qualities are always
present when needed. As the label expanded we signed new female artist and B.Ankha
has been able to adapt and set the perfect example.
We would love for the world to see what we see and hear what we hear when the
discussion is about B.Ankha but her work ethic and raw talent will get her there soon
enough.
She's not in a rush but it's about time the blind eye catches the vision, the follow up
single after her debut project titled "Maddy" unleashed a side a lot of people didn't
expect.
Till this day, when we play that record we normally hear "Oh she can rap too?"
Her personality is one to take note of as well and you can hear her speak on The Gold
Sound Podcast.
Throughout each episode you can slowly get to know her more, but it doesn't stop
there. There is a bigger project in the works which for sure is the door breaker. Take
notes people.
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